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A niajor goal of the Right to Read Progra has been lodiSsiiminate informa:
tion about the status of literacy ed.ucatio , successful products,, ractices and
current-research finding in order to improve the instruction of reading. Over
the years, a central vehicle for dissemination have been Right to Stead con-
ferences and seminars. In June 1978, 'approximally 350 Right to Read
project directors and staff from State and local education and nonprofit
agencies convened in Washington, D.C. to consider Literacy. Meeting' the
Challenge.

The conference foctfsed on three major areas:

examination of current literacy problems and issues;
asseis,ntent of accomplishments and potential, iesolutioNs regard-

,ing literacy issues; and

exchange and dissemitidibn of ideas and material o'n successful
practices toward increasing literacy in. the United States.

An-levels of Education, preschool ttirougil adult, were. considered.

Tjle responie to the Conference was such that we have decided to publish the
paperiin a series of iridividual publications. Additional titles'in the series are
listed separately as well as direction for ordering copies. -0

1. .
.1.SHIRLEY A.,JACKSON
;Director '

. Basic Skills Program
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SUMMARY

Ov&viev

In the present controversy over public edtICation, many of the most volatile
issues concern accountability. Though in the recent past (he courts haYe most
compionly imposed accountability measures, legislative and administrative.
action now predominates in the 'latest thrust of the accountability movement_

the movement to require minimurn competency, The 33 State programs
already in force and the others contemplated all adiance the principle
that pupil proficiency in basic, skills is a central criterion for evaluating
the public schools. They also rail' qupdons of accountability in those
cases where studenti do not meet minimurn,competency standards. After
setting forth the prototypical case of pupiljlliteracy, this paper surveys the

.,arguments that can be Made for holding each of four. primaiy candida,tes
accountable: individual school. professionals,. the educational system as a,.
whole, the student, and the parents. It then sets forth two primary ,modes of
accountability to which the candidates might be subject, the legal theories that
might buttress each and the probabilities that the courts will in fact impose
them It concludes bypredicting that accountability for pupil illiteracy s more
likely to be established by statutory and replatory measures than by judicial
'intervention and that the goal of literacy will be better served if the courts s .
facilitate, rather than impose, alucaticmal reform. N

The Prototypical Case of Pupil Iliiteraci$

The prototypical cast.of pupil illiteracy involves four .main elements:,
An "educable" child who has hot posed serious havioral,
attitudinal, or attendance problems during his or her pt lic school
career; .

Regular promotions from grade to deland perhaps graduation
from high school);

' . "Pltinctional illiteracy'; and
Evidence that the student's life prospects -fire significantly
clkininished by his or'her megent let;elof performance.

a
IEach elethent has many nuances and variations that may,deteimine who can

be held accountably, wliat faijure c9 be ascribed to them, andavhat defenses
they may offer. The author bxemplifies the vECriastions'to which the elements
are susceptible and indiaates, their censequendesi.

0','
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Ca ndidates for Accountability

In the .prototyptcal case there are four
.
primary candidates for account-

*ability and different reasons for _seeking to fix responsibility upon each.

Individual School professionals, whether clas' ;ioom teachers,
special education staff, or chief administrators;
The educational sjistem as a whole whether that of a local school
district or that of a region as large as the entire state; .

The student, who may be held accountable either as the individual
whose incapacity or misconduct causes the failure or as the

. individual who bears the consequences of the.failure; and
The parents, who may lie 1416accountable either directly, for their
ovfo cernduct or as 1,roxies for environmental conditions thal
affect the student's performance, e.g., the socio-economic status Of
tare family. .

Modes and Legal Theories of Accountability

Eachof the primary parties could be subject to Narioo's modes of account-
ability that fall into two broad categories. monetary damages and education -
related requirements anZ'consequences. Thus far, ho.wever; the former have
been awarded in only one case even remotely related to the prototypical case
of pupil illiteracy. In the much-publicized case of Peter W., the California
courts rejected the plaiotifrs claim that, under theories of tort law, the schools
were liable for riegligence and misrepresentation, holding that the science of
pedagogy did not supply concenstial standards of care, caust,'OT injury and
that school systems, already harderessed. would, Stiffer if expoSed to the
claims of countless disaffected st4dIrlts and parents. Tort law and sovereign
immunite from tort liability may pose other problems for prospective
plaintiffs as well. There are, however, untested theories that, under the
doctrine of constitutional torts or under the theolIS of vontracts, students may
claim monetary damages if they have-not received a certain quantum .of
appropriate education. .

. :
I..

Depending .upOn t'he circumstances ancSi the parties involved, variFitis
theories can support the impbs4ion of educationrelated reouiremetts and
consequences, Common law and statute will often support job sancti ns
against individual school professionalS. though the particularities of tate,
tenure laws and statevirde educational policies win' probably de ermine
whether citizens can. take legal actionrp force the imposition of such
sanctions. Citizens might also impose accountability upon a whole school
system through judicial intervention if State law dir'ectly or implicitly requirtd
the system lo,respond to a students inadequate performance. Finally; statute,
regalition, or long-standing practice could permit students to be held ;
accountable and hence denied promotion, graduation, or a regular diployna, .

. .
I 2. 1.
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though students might challenge such consequences by alleging vi9lations of
due pr:Viess or equal protection. The heart of their dhallenge would likely
invcitve tile validity of minimum competency rests, and could embrace related
aspects of the accotintability system. .

v . ,

.

'Cone lusitin
{

'
4

. .
, Despite the possibilities, there have been few efforts to impose account-
ability by ,jadicial proceedings, and there are reasons to doubt whether
litigation willsubstantially,define it in default of more extensive si,atutory and
regulatory mandates. These latter seem likely, to be instituted, andjudicial
action to enforce or clarify.prbmalgated requirements is more desirable than
action Arhich places the, judiciary in the role of educational reformer.
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(3) through the application of what theories.

k 1 WHO IS ACCOUNTABLE FOR PUPIL ILLITERACY?

.
Introduction .

During Elie 1970's public educatiOn iias been subjected to increasing public
scrutiny and controversy. Many of the most volatile issues, can be grouped
under the rubric of educational accountability. For e)Cample schools .and
their personnel have been charged with responsibility,, for equalizing
educational opportunities among racial, ethnic, linguistic and, gender groups,
they have been required "to provide an "appropriate-education to the handi-
capped; they have been expected to treat students and teachers with
procedural fairness These accountability measures have beer imposed most
commonly by the carts. The courts may play a pivotal role, too, in the
development of the latest, major accountability effortthe minimum
competency movement At the moment, however, legislitive and administra-
tive action predominates. As of March 15, 1978', 33 States had taken some
action to require minimum competency standards- for ,elementary and
secondary students. All the remaining States haveftislation pending or they
are studying the matter'. The programs take many forms, but they share one
fundamental value that pupil achievement in the basic skills is a central
criterion for Measuring the,success of the public schools. If students fail to. ,

demonstrate adequate achievement, however measured, the questions which.,
must be answered are; el) who is to be held accountable, (2) in what way, and

. ' ThIs,paper will address each of those 'questions, after setting out the
/elements of the prototypical pupil illiteracy case. I will also hazard some ,)
predictions- about future legal developments in this area. It shOuld be noted .
that the dtterMinations of what constitutes fupctional literacy and which
pupils fall below that standard are the subjectssOf sharpdisagreement among ..
'the "experts" and substantial confusion for interested laymen.2This paper will
not attempt to plumb those depths except to the limited extent necessary tr?
explain legal accountability matters.

Tha Prototypical Case

The prototypical case for seeking to impose educational "accountabilityr
based on 'the circumstances of an individual pupil involves at least the
following four element's: -

An "educable" child who has not posed serious, bclavioral,
attitudinal or attendance problems during hisibr her public school
career;

5ti 'A
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;
Regular promotions from grade -tq -grade (and perhaps gradua-
tiorf from high school); .

"Functional illiteracy "; and --
, Evidence that the stedent's life prospect4,are significantly

ished by his or her present level of performance.

Each of these elements, of course, has many possible, !nuances and
1 variations. Fdr example, the "educable" child might have an average or en

above average intelligence, s measured by IQ tests, and present no evidence
,,pf a learning" disability.' In that cast, the alleged default of the school
authorities would be their failure ter pray ide"an educational progiarn which
permitted or erequifed the student to perform up to capacity. On the other
hand, the "educable" child might be claimed to Ilave a learning disability
(although- perhapi _average or above averagtkintellsctual potential). The,
default of educators, in that circumstance, likely would be not only their
failure to provide an appropriate educational program, but also their prior *

. failure toiden04 and respond to the learning disability. The latter alternative
would raise mecical and psychologica, as well as educational, issues.'

tr

There also may be a range of factual differences regarding the student's.
attitude and behavior. both in school and outside. Indeed. the- "nonschool
variables." especially racial pr ethnic identity and socioecohomic,status,rfk
like]) be raised by the school anthorities as relevant to assessing the pupils'
academic potential. .

. The regularity of the student's passage through the public schools, too, is
likely to vary from case to case. in some, the student may have received
relatively good grades,, the parents may never have been informed of any
academicvlifficulties. In ,others, the record may demonstrate a clearly
marginal student. Whether or not the State or local school district has explicit
promcstipg criteria will be relevarkezell.

The existence of State or local slander:Is will be even more significant in
evaluating the; third element of the prototypical case the evidence of
"functional illiteracy." There are sufficient differences of opinion among the,,

expetts about what functional literacy means and how to tesfor it that',
absent specific enforceable standafils applicable to the particular case, tlir;
element may result in an inconclusive welter of competingv)iev,points.

The,final element .significartt diminution of the. student's life prospects is
the least likely to provoke serious controversy. This is not necessarily because,
the calitse-effect relationship between Iiireacy and life "sucte so clear,
rather, it is because school authorities are unlikely to defend, itemselves by
asserting the unimportance of educational outcomes. ,

"6
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Who Could Be Held Accountable
" 4".

If the pitikotypical case can be established, foul- parti6sk`to the student's
. educational situation are the primary candidates for accountability. They are.

(1) the individual school professionals, (2) the educational system as a whole,
(3) the sttitlenr, or (4) the parents and other participants in the student's life

'environmedt." 1

y individual school professionals. The individual school profes5itinals
may cover a broad gamut, frbeclassioom teachers of the student tothe chief

.

e education officer of the State. In a case where no learnint.disatiility has been
alleged, only those involved in the "regular instructional process are likely to
be targets of accountability. Where a learning disability is,claimed, the special 4

edpcation stag diagnostic as well 4sialtbetiopal personnel may be in-
volved ,in addition to, or instead of, the regular,instructtonal staff.'

.

An effort to in'ipose accountability upon indiv idual school professionals,
usually is based upon the view that fixing ftisponsibilit), most specifically and
upon persons having the most direct contact with student is the likeliest way
to effect. change in the kfucational profess.

(2) The educational system as a whole. Accountability 'of the entire
educational systemilof a local school district mad a larger region including
pethaps the entire State. is another possibility. A :lumber of general account-

- ability models, including one developed for the Nevillork City 'school sy stem;
are based on the concept of joint accountability. This approach is premised on
the view that it is more coqstructive, more realistic, and less threatening to.
individual professionals to hold them responsible only-as part of a larger

'\eclucational mechanism.

4 This apProackmay have sow strengths whenAccountabiliq for the overall
academic performance of a schbol district is the goal. It is less responsive,
howeSier, to claims that a school system has failedipdiv iclual students by
causing or,permitling them to be functionally illiterate.

. . - ,
.

(3) The student. The student may belteld.aCcountable for his or her own
' illiteracy in two respecti by a condition that the student's intellectual

capacityler conduct caused the resultant low)cademic performance, or by t
student,,bearing the consequences of the low performance (i.e., beingdd
promotion, graduation ota regular diploma). Holding the student account-
able itieither of those.respects may be virtually tantamount fo finding that
neither the individual schoql professionals or the entire educational system
should be held accountable. .

"(4) The parents. The parents, in their own right or as proxies for the non-
.. school life 'environment of the student, may be held accountable for the

student's low pelformance levels. This can occur in several ways. the student's

4
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. performance can be explained or justified by reference to the racial or ethnic,
linguistk or socioeconomic circumstances of the family. or it can be akcribed
40 conduct of fhe particular parents (i.e., domestic ,difficulties, physical or
other abuse of the child, refilsal'fo comply with the requests of school autho0-
ties) In the M&eil case, the parents were brag* font-tally into the htigatipn
by the defendant - school professionals as '4hird party defendants. largely

, because the parents were claimed to have been uncooperative.eThe school
authorities, in' ef(ect/were arguing that if their. owl liehav iorin the sctioN
context v;tasliulty it ysulted freim the parents' unwillingness to permit certain
educatianal.progranis to be attempted.6 ./

.. Ali
What Col They Be Held Accountable For?/ .

Each of 'the primary parks who' might' be held ,accountable for pupil
illiteracy could be subject ta.clifferent modes of accokvability. This section of
the paper 'Viet!), will sketch the possibilities. The theoretical underpinnings

' and prospects bt successful imposition df each of these forms of accountability
will be discussed in grea,teVstail in the succeeding sections of thg paper.

.
#

(I) Individual school profession'als. Two substa'ntial kinds of account-'
ability have been broached for individual school profesSionalp4tose.inade-
quate perforcriance may have contributed, to the functi9* ateracy of
particular studelts7 jab sanctions, including even removal from -their
positions, and tbe impOsilion of money damagesihrough a,courtzrweFdin.g.

1

(2) The school system as a vvhol le. The school system may be held account-
able in analogous ways to individual Its educational perf6rm-

., awe may be clfed into question, -especially by evidence that significant
numbers of stpflent, art performing at inadequate levels. The responses may
fall into several patterns. the district may be "disapproved'' in some form and
required t, develop remedial plans. State funds may be withheld (jr adds -.
tional State funds pRivided), spetifk requirements fair remedial or compen,
satory programs for low -achiev ing students maybe triggered. a higher.lev el of
regional or State intervention may occur:

The schoiil system. may also be requeste to pay money &triages to
"injured" students. fri fact, most of the suits which have sought such
darriaVs hav -e joined the school district and its board of education with indi-'
vidual professionals us, the defendirts.

(3) The student. Different modes of accountabiljty
sidered in relation to the ftinctionally jliterate stud
retIt'on in grade for dequite perhrmance, requir
remedial instruction, evaluation and perhaps claAification as handicapped or,

, learning disabled., and ultimately denial of graduation tu.....,of a regular
diplotha.7 ,

pically are con-.
t. These include
confpensatory or

I



. .
Veyond these, if school.aothorities can justify lbw perfor els of..

*dents by reference to their status or\ conduct, then studen( will iri effect be
held respotisible_for their Iwn illiteracy. Some commentators, critical Of this
approach, ha'e refenrecf to it as blaming the victim for having beep victim-

,-,-,.,- Ized., ., -
-

.- ..
J

(4). The parents The parents of .functicinallY illitefate students can be held
-acc6untable in the same wad! if their splOs or cbniuct proyides school
'authOrities, with a justification, in lave or fact, for such illiteracy. In addi,tion, if
Ih-e-par'ent'S' ongoing conduct were found to be interfering with The appro-,
priati education of their child, a court might order thetarents to change their
behaVior Finally, parents might also be found to have7cunia,ry responsibil-
,ity to their children if the parents' conduct was considered by a court trxhave
anttibuted to thorstuderits' inadequate performance. . ,

,
... Legal 'theories' For Imposing Accountability

... . .
' The prior sechion suggests that there are two broad kinds of accountabilit

which might- be impcosed upon some or all of the primary parties in the
prototypical Case of student illiteracy. These are the exaction bf moneyAt

,."daMages and the impqsition of a variety of other reqdire-
ments and consfquencei. Money damaks may be relevant to, individual
school profefisionals, to school systems and possibly, to parents. The other,
education-related forms Of accountability may apply to those parties and to

Irathe students: ..--
..

,4.: - e . "
e P9 (1)' ,iMoney dapia

originally sought $

. .
. ., .,

The-Peter' W Case; in which the. plaintiff-student
..

lion in damages from the school system and individual .

prcifessionalS, brought to national attention the .possibility of Ibis type of
accoimtabilitY. for pupil illiteracy. H owever,, -that case has been totally
unsuccessful. Both tee trial' court and A. intermediate appeals court in
California rejected all the plaintiff's accountability argumeits," and the State

'-supreine court refused to cbnsider the ca e. -1 ,

. .. . ,
..

..: ,
In th4t case, the student sought to itiipbse, financialliability o he bas'is. of

',two thetmes of tilt law negligence and misrepresentation. To establish a
ealtse of actionbased upon negligence, the plaintiff innst.prOve the existence
9 three demerits. (I) that,the defepdent owetkplairitiff 4 legally enforce-

. r all duty of care, (2) that tilt), defendant negligently breached thatrluty, and (3)
that the breach caused a 'legally cognizable injury to the plaintiff. A detailed
analysis of the application of negligence doctrine to student illiteracy is
beyond.the scope of this paper} Suffice it to say here, that the California`

have,riejected liability in'such a case on gro of public policy and
praetitality ..The alpeals:court re fused to i se upon school personnel or the
educational system general a legal " ty of care" in the discharge of their
academic functions. It also concluded t t the failiire,'of educational achieve-

x''
9
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'meat could not be regarded as a legarinjury" for tort law purposes. The court

v /...justified its conclusioni in. the following terms: ' .. . .. .
.

Cniike the achy ity of the highway or die marketplace. classroom methodologyatfords
no readily acceptable standirds of care, or cause, or Injury. The smence of eedagogy
itself is fraught with different ind conflicting theories of how or what a chard should be
taught ...The'injug' claimed here s plairitiff's inability to read and write. Substantial
niofessional abAtity attests that the achievement of litecatiPpin the schools, or its
failure. arc inftfficeij by a host pf factors which affeet the pupil shbjec,tively, from
outside the fdrmal teaching process. and beyond the control of its ministetsihey may.
tilaystcal, neurological; e motional, cultural. en'vironmental, they may be pysent but
not perceived, recognized but not identified.i° ' ---

"The Court also buttressed its conclusions bylreferring to the practical
problems which vvotild be created for already hard-pressed school systems if
they were exposed "to the tort claims real or imaginedof disaffected -

studentsi and parents in countless numbers.ii' ,, :
, ..

..
. The court gave eata+i" ly short shrift to plaintif f's argument'that the defetid-

ants had "falsely and fraudulently" misrepresented the student's educational'
status. Its conclusion was that the plaintiff had failed ever. to allege reliance

'N

upon the "misrpresentation," ah-essential element of that cause of action.. 1*

. .
.

.
. .

,
Rporid the issues upon which the court in Peter W. relied' for its disposition

of the case are two others which likely will prbse troublesome to plaintiffs in .
other cases prov ing a causal connection between the inadequateconduct of
school authorities (assuming that can be established) and the sjudent's
functional illiteracy, and surmounting the barrier 3fIsoNereign nirmunity from
tort liability. 4 . .

,. -. ...
. . ,.: . .

l Another type of tort liability should be mentioned, that is, liabsitty of school
officials for "constitutional torft.A. . All manner of IincohstifutEnal actions,
taken b)tpublic school oflicials against students (and teacher,) may expose
tnose ofalals to liability in money damages-as a result bf the 'United States
Supreme, COurt's decision in ,illocid v. Strickland,l' To thst extent students
might come to )rave a constitutionally recognized right to a certain quantum
of appropriate educatLn, the liability pogsibi7ies created *y the Wood case.
have be kept incinitici. . ,... . .

4 i
...

Finally, some commentators litesuggestedihai pecuniary liability, might
. .

be imposed umn 'school autoritie's through t s of contract or quasi-
, contract law lather than tort law." The basic t ethe public educate,.

tip4ystem and its personnel have, an obligati nature of an implied
contractual commitment, to pros idestudents v;iip an appropriate aducation.
The stpdents' quid.peo quo (although under statutory co4npuislon) is a
commitment to attend school. NW-court has relied definith;cly yet. on this
theory. . , .

*
- . . .% I's .
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In fact, the only case, related at all to our protay pical cape, in which money
damages haye been ordered is the Hoffman case." The plaintiff there was
awhrdedS750,000 because he was improperly classified as mentally retarded
and then eciiic.ated as Mentally ittarded for his entire academic career. The
case is now on appeal.'

The other broad..(Orm of accountability education-related reqiiirements
and consequences Aim be supported by various theories depending upon the
particular circumstances and the particular party involved.

In the case Of indiviidual school professionals, job sanctions may be
available under several statutory and common law theories. S-chool personnel
generally.are subjects° periodic evaluation. If they are found totbe performing
unsalisfactofily1 they may be denied a salary increment, given other disciplin-
ary measures, Or even terminated from their positions! In many States this is
governed by statute or administrative regulation, in others it is a function of
long-standing practic4 In States with tenure provisions, termination of
tenured personnel usually is accompanied by considerable procedural
requirements \and-at/Past generally stated criteria. Although some State,arys-)
moving toward the inclusion of "pupil progress" as one of the stated criteria

, for evaluating teacher competenceon most states the base for dismissal of
tenured personnel, still are stated in terms such as inefficiency, incapacity,
incompetency, "concipct unbeteiming a teacher,' and "other just cause."

),
.

Decisions regarding continuation of nontenured personnel genet-ill
remain less constrained tfy statutory and adminiltiative requirements.
However, sane courts have required at least. rudimentary procedural $

protection in the form, for example, of if statement of reasons for non-
renewal. Moreover: even nontenured personnel cannot be \dismissed for
constitutionally proscribed reasons, such as exercise of the rights of freedo
of speech or association' In addition to such judicial constraints upon ib
sanctions against individual school profestlionals, provisions of collective
bargaining agreements increasingly, are creating a syrt,ef contractual tenure.

. .

Despite these developments, it is likely that if a school system.,chose to
itmose,accountability requirements in the area of,pupil performance upon

"individual profeSsionils, and did so ift a rational fashion, such action would be
sustainefl by the codes. In one case, the United States Supreme Court has
sustained such a result.)` The morie difficult question is whether a school
district can he, required to take salt action. There are at least two' possible

---apprqacheS. Pursuant to some State (enure laws, any utizch can Force the local
school district to consider whether charges should be brought against a
tenured professional under the administrative hearing process. The other

4ssibility involves a mandamus action seeking a court order whIchdirects the
school authorities10 carry out their responsibilities. One of those responsi-
bilities. it would argued, was to e'valuate the professional staff on the basis
of pupil perform ce +ogress against a standard ofliteracy. The likelihood

I I.
tri
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that with an action would be successful wiildepend, to a ConSiderable extent,
upon the circumstances in the particular State. Ifjor exainple, the State hacl'
explicit statewide pupil performance standards, a jalicially-imposed
requirement that they be used as oget,of the criteria to,evaluate teaching
competence might be conceivable. eif course. this presupposes that the State
legislatute.Or State board of education, whichever promulgated the perforin-
anc"'standards, had not barred ft staff evarualion purposes.

r e.
, -Another type of 'mandamus action Might bextiliZed imposeaccount-

4ility upon the school system as wholeP Stitte law ides, directly or
implicitly, for some school system respeusetoliardequate performance b an
individual student and the response is noifOrkliCoIning in a sufficient, way,
judicial intervention could be sought. Sucfi an actiolginiiht be based uffna
broad constitutional c use reqiiirinethe Stati,to pro'V;ide a particular titian-04
tum of education (i , thorough and efficient ' "high quality it might1 * .Be based-upon more specific statutory oi,regulatory, ovitsions:*

, .

Finally, by' stature, regulation at lonrsVanclint practice, students could be
held accountable for their failure to achieve.reqtired prOfigiency levels. As
indicated in the prior'section, the responses might range from retention, in

.

grade to denial of graduation or of a regular diploma! The student might '
challenge any of these educational consequenqS by arguing that it v iolated his
of her rights to equal protection or dueproce'ss of fife laws:!" The equal
protection argument wo 'be Strongest if, it could be supliouqr.by e denee ,

that disproportionately grey natters of minority students were line to
fell

meet the standards." Even 41en, owner: the challengers would have to
Overcome some* recent U.S. Stiplem "Court ,decisions, requiring proof of

"discriminatory intent for an equal protection vioatiOn.29 ." ...

.,. k.

' list 4 ,
... Proving the invalidity of the minimum coapetency

4

test (or' successfully
countering the school authorities' efforts lO'd'emonstrate the validity of the
test) is anotheir eSsential, element of an equal protectionchallenge. It is also
likely to be at the heart of a due process c.hallertge% T latter cfigllenge would 0,
assert that the school' system was acting arbitra and ediniciously, or
without adequate procedural safeguards, in clasgfy g.a student as below
minimum competency. The challengfic could include mail), aspects of the .
accountability system the nature of,:the, .competency standards, the
mechanism for determining whether partiCular student; met the standards,.
and fife educational "response to students falling below the standards.,

-,?.. . : i"-
Summing Up and Looking Ahead ,,

:p
4,

0,

s.
s , s = 4 A .

. Thug far there have been a relatively lirniterc.nurober of efforts to impoie
accountability for pupil illiteracy through Aticial propeedings. Despite the '
substantial publicity generated by these cases, ,the broadest -and best
publicized of the cases failed at each of three level of the CaVornia judiciary,

i . .4. , v
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, and thq California State court s}steitinsiclered one of, the most progres-
s:siVe in the country' 1 ;; /. '- '`' .. .. . ,

. ,

. r . .,

Most effoits,to create reform throbgh. judicial activilm have experienced
J1,

similar setbacks initially. SchoOkdesegregation and school finance reform are 9
only two examples of many in wiiidlt courts,.aftet-rejectini causes of action,

'' -: subsequently ruled in favor jr chalieriges and set in motion a complex and
controversial reform effort. Conceivably this avid occur ,with educational
accountability for pupil illiter7: , I ' -

3
But Peter .W.Itnay not point the:way toward the most likely -avenue for

litigation success. Its focus on niopey damages rather than direct educational
reform has several undesirable aspects. Firstf courts are welraware, as the
California court indicated in Peet W., of the financial straits of most school,
systems. To impose additional burdens on them may lead to diminished rather

-than improved education. Secohd, money damages paid to a student or the
student's parents may never find their way into compensatory or remedial
education and, as a practical maper,the cannot (and should not)
supervise the-Use of the funds.. ,

lyter W. 's relit ence on tiie commonpw. of negligence also may not be the
.

most desirable litigation orientation. Surely an adventurous judge_some-
where, in an appropriate case.'might eigiand further the ftlready burgeoning
field ofprofessional Malpractice so that it included school professionals' per-
forinance of their academic rimiest. Indeed, that is,a yuite Probable develop-*
Tent. Whether it will result in general acceptance of this form of educational
aecountabilityls less certain.

."

My view 1. hat aceamtability for pupil illitt4acy more likely to develop
within the Mending statutory and regulatoty franiework.7' Legal actions
would be directed toward ensuringmandates. This may take such foilms as
actions designed to bring aboufrationally -developed faience standards,
valid,cohipetency tests, adequately funded and dar ully conceived corrIpen-,
satory or remedial "erogratits for studen'tsw hO ar ailing below the standard's.
These actisms might be addressed af iinplernentationof specific, already

4 promtilgited requiretnehtg, or, they might-seek to flesh out generai,statutory or,
regulatory Mandates. Indeed, they, might even be directed at invalidating .

inadequate State accountability programs.'
<,. , ..

A primary advantage of these types of litigations that they build Ion a
foundation created. by the other brantitts of government. They seek to put the ,

courts in ,the,liosition of facilitator rather .than Initial imposer' of educational
reform. This a role in w hide* judiciary 'should feel more comfortable and,
therefore, more likely 'to pla& itself. Hopefully, this approach will also
reassure school systems and their professionals that the courts are not eagerly
awaiting any pretext to become supq-boardi of education.

, f ,

. , *,
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Improved education r higher levels of pupil literacy, the common toal of
alb the participants, can be achieved most surely and most expeditiously by
cooperation rather than fiat.

FOOTNOTES

' Pipho. Minimum Competency Testing in 1978. A Look at State Standards. 59 Phi Delta
Kappan 585 (May prey Victual4 the entire May 1978 issue of Phi Delta Kappan is.de. owl to
minimum competency testing.

'Compare Glass. Afenniunt ConiNielue and Intomperente Florida. 59 Phi Dalta Kappan
602 (May 19781 with Fremer. In Respons; ro Gene Claso 59 Phi Delta Kappan605 (May 1970).
See generally Brickwell. Seto?, kei Votes tot lirnintuin Compeiint.t Testing. 59 Phi Delta
Kappan 589 (May 1978).

' This was alleged to be the situation in Peter R. i. San Front rut, thtfied St ho ul Dish. 131
Cal. App. 3d 814 (1976). the leading educatte;r01 accountabilny decision:

' 'Several pending lawsuits involve such claims Sec. e.g.. Mt Neil Board Eslut.olSouth
Orange and Maple oudiN J. Superior Ct.. Law Dv" Essex C.o.). In June 1978. theory returned
a vt rds.t in favor of the Mende nts in the ,11. finding that the plaintiff had failed tu prove
a basis for recovery.

In the 4f. Veil case, supra. diagnostic personnel and their superiors. Including the
bupc hnterrdent of ..shuuls and board of edui.ation. were the only defendents Nulled beause the
primary w.ountability thrust was failure to identify and respond tu a learning problem.

If this theory a buctesaf ul . a possible konsequegemay be suits by students direi.tly against
their parents. In fact.? ;UAt akin to this has alreadyt filed in Colorado. Hansen t Hansen.
Dist. Ct.. Boulder Go.. Colo.. May 1978.

Many States are convidenng the award of a Leitlfli.ati. of a LICndan... rattur 'liana diploma., .

i15 students who fad to achipie specified performance levels

1' See 131 Cal. Rptr: 834. 60 Cal. App. 3d 867 (1976).

See Note. Educational Malpractice. 124 O. Pa. L. Rev. 755 (1976)..

..ta 131. Cal. Rptr. at 860 -61.60 Cal. App. 3d at 824.

" 131 Cal. Rptr. at 861.60 Cai. App. 3d at 825

)..liteNt States. as as the Ytderal Gu.trnnunt. ha. reduia.d ,harpy the st.upe of immunity
till ugh curt &talons and statutes. but Lability may bi 111 be bell I g11 in ..irumsta rwes relevant tu

our prototypical case. (ie.; ;fthe' negligent conduct were found to be -discretionary").

' 420 U,S.308(1975).for a detailed treatment of the implications of the out/ease. see 1 ud of. 0*
1.4ahrlikt fur Constitutional lletsonthhe Risk-At erne Public Sthoyl Offit ial. 49. So. Cal. L. Rev.
022 (1976):,

.
" Sep Not. Educational lifaloactiv.124. U. Pa. L. Rev. 755. 784 119761,

Hoffman v; Board of &M. of the Chi of Nen -York (Sup. Ct.. Kings Co.. N.Y.).

Silleelhaase t. ifoodhun Central CUMblU17111 School Dist., 349 R. Supp. 988 (D. Iowa
1972). rev 488 F. 2d 237 (8th Cjr. 1973). seer. denied. 417 U.S. 969 (1974).interesungly. in a
ontempuraneous involving the thsutissal'of a numenured leahei. the teacher sought tu
prove his subject Matter competency by reference to his students' improved sorts on
st'inda rd wed tests. Doihe t. IfildruseSthool Mt.. 217 N. W. 2d 781.784 (N. Da1.1474). Sen'eso
ItfrCrunt t. Board of Edge. of the Cin of Nett York. 396 N.Y.S. 2d 691 (App. Die. d tiePiNis
1977).

r,, In California. at the time the Peter W. case was filed, there *aka statutory requirerrient that
situ:lents. read at the "8th grade" level in order to yualay for high school graduation. Such a

- requirement might result .n a laim for umpensatuly gist' ostion iu enable the student to reaa
that performance level.
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* " The legality of an accountability system could be challenged 1bb school professionals upon
whom, sanctions are imposed as well as by students. The professionals' prospects for success are
smaller howeser. for se'seral reasons. (i) professibnals have chosen to be empl0ied and to be
subject to their employers' standards. students arc compelled-by law to Attend school. tit) the,
impact on a school professional's life prospec. ss of being held acA.auntable for inadequate pupil
performance. although hardly insignificant.i,s likely to be less substantial than that experienced'
by a student who is denied the right to graduate.

" A case is rumored to be,in preparation the Flerida NAACP attacking that State's
minimum competency program because it has resulted in such a disproportion...f. or detailed
treatment of this quesurt. See McClung. Competent i Te,tang Potennal furpturnnulatton. I 1
Clearmghouse Res 439 (1977). Tractenberg& Jacoby. Pupil Telung A lxgal I iris. 59 Phi Delta
Kippan 249 (1977.4

See. e,g . Ifashtngian s. Davis. 426 U S 229 (1976)

. " Of course. man) of the statutory and regulatory developments in this areamay result, at least
indirectly. from concern about liability generated by cases such as Peter If

Lawsuits. such as Hallnian and #fi Ned. upra. invols mg alleged misclassificidion or failure
to classify students according to. their special learning needs. may Continue 19 be 'pursued
independently of general accountability efforts. But some commentators have advocated an
increment4l litigation strategy in which the ultimate goal of broad accountability for pupil
illiteracy is approached by .identifying a series of more limited accountability steps which-are
taken sequentially 'Hoffman and %ft Neil could be conceived of as partof such a strategy

For more discussion of these possibilives.lce fractenberg. The lxgal lump /n anew, al State-
isk Pupil Performanse Standard, (an unpublished patoer prepared for the Natiiinal Institute of

Education and the Educaboo Cdmmission of the States. Septemher 1,771/4
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46,

The material in this booklet was presented at the National
Right to Read Conference, Washington, D.C., May
27-29, 1938. The'material was edited by the Staff of the
Nationll In,siitute of ,Advanced Study Which'conducted
the Conferencg under contract from the U.S. Office of
Education.
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A major' goal of the Right to Read ogram hasbeen to disseminate
information abbut the status of liter education, successful products,
practices and current research finding in ordtr to improve th&instruction of
reading. Over the years, a central vehicle for dissemination have been Rightto
Read conferences and seminars. In June41978, ap,Noxirnately 350/Right to''
Rea(' project directors and staff from State and local education and nonprofit
agencies convened in Washington, D.C: to consider Literacy.' Meeting the
Challenge,

,/A
The conference foclised on three major areas:

exanlination of current literacy problems and issues

assessment of accomplishments and potential resolutions regard.
,jng literacy issues; and

0-

exchange and dissemination of ideas and materials on successful
practices toward increasing literacy in the United States,..

All levels of education, preschool through adult, were considered.

The response to the Conference WAS such that we havedecidedito publish the
lotpers, in a serin of individual publications. Additional titles in the series are
listed separately as well as directions for ordering copies.

7

SHIRLEY X. JACKSON
Director
Basic Skills Program

avb..
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Overview

Despite the indignities and potentiarabuses attendak upon the practice of
labelling reading disabilities, the alternative of adopting the single generic
label "learning disabilities" has two large disadvantages: diagnostic
imprecision and political ineffectiveness. This papbr first presgrits the
etiological diversity of reading 'and learning disorders by instancing those
emanatipg from sociopsychological factors and then those emanating from
psychophysiological factors. It next presents the approach to labelling
developed by the Disabled Reader Committee of the International Reading
ASsociation, an approach that involves using the generic term "learning
disorders," but restricting its application to the so-called "hard-core" child.
Alter indicating the preparation individuals need to work with this child and
the failure of current certification programs to provide it, the paper discusses
the practical difficultiet of obtaining finaiicial support for learning-disabled
children unless they-are specifically labelled. It concludes by looking forward
to a form of certification that will accommodate both general expertise in
learning disabilities and'special expertise in reading skills. .

;
Types of Reading Disorders' .

Depending upon their etiology, reading and learning disorders may requite
different types of intervention. One 'can 'construct an arbitrary dichotomy
between those considered to emanate from external, sociopsychblogical
factors and_those :considered to emanate from internal, psychopysioldgical
f actors. The fo-rmer category includes adverse educationtl, situationsthe
cause of the vast majority of reading problems. It also includes problems in the
child's home situatioh, both concomitants of cultural deprivation and
parental attitudes that induce resentment, guilt, and a sense of ingdeqiiacy.
The. latter includes the child's general physical condition and specific visual,
auditory, endocrinological, and neurological disorders.

, I

summAgY

Labels
t: ,

Though 'labels may dehumanize, stigmatize, and moreover, exclude from
treatment children who need it, they are an inevitable.outcome of thorough
diagnosis, and effective treatment depends upon valid diagnosis.
Furthermore, legislators do' not incline to pjovide financial support for
children whose handicaps ftie not precisely labelled. Therefore, representing.

PD.
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the Disabled Reader Committee of the Inteinational Reiding AsSociation,
the author proposes the adoption of the label "Learning Disorders: On
the one hand, it would encompass all severe learning disorders. though
reading disability would probably be the most important. On the other hand.
it would refer only to the. so-called "hard-core" child.

Competency To Treat Severe Reading Disatilities

Conventional certification programs have not prepared specialists to treat
the "hard-cdre" child with a reading disability. Instecl, the competencies
required have been divided between reading specialists, whose general
background is elementary and secondary education, and learning disability
teachers, whose general backgrOupd is special education. The one may know
little about handicapped children, thother little about reading. Individuals
interested in working with "hard -core" children must familiarize themselves
with areas outside their original training. The author offers a paltial list of
areas titey should study. Organizations are now working to specify the
competencies that would qualify individuals who are prepared to deal with
sevefe reading disabilities and who are both generalists and specialists. The
federation of such organizations would help beak down the disfunctifinal
dichotomy betwten reading and learning disabilities.

I

.
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CAN THE SCHOOLS MEET THE LITERACY NEEDS
OF THE HANbICAPPED?".

In the iwenty years or so, that I hdve been involved with severe reading and
related learning disabilities, the professional shifts of opinion have been
alternately amusing, frightening, ridiculous, and tragic. Ten or fifteeli years
ago when a child with a severe reading disability was broughvo a clinic or to a
private practitioner, the odds were extremely high that he would be labell as
having some type of personality disturbance. T,here was absolutely nothin n
tlepsychological and psychoanalytic literature that could not, be used o
explain the etiology and the sustenance of the reading disability. Thus, we
heard, such terms as maternal dpminance,,the passive father, unresolved
oedipal strivings, the passive-Aggressive child, the oral character,,etc.,all
of these "labels" to explain the nature of the reading.disability and why the
child could not learn. No wonder that so many teachers became frightened to
eyekapproach a child who had been so labelled after all, she might upset
the already flimsy structiffe of the ehild'spersonality apparatus. getter to let
him continue to have the reading Eficulties at least he would be a
hapfiy nonreader.

A number of-years ago the pendulum shiftedand how it shifted! Slowly,
like a sleeping dragon_that had been awakened, this basically amorphous but
powerful concept of organicity reared its ugly raid. Now the teacher (and the
diagnostician) suddbrily found himself enveloped in a whole new set of labels.
According to where you were geographically; the child could be classified
variously as having minimal cerebral dysfunction, minimal brain damage,
hyperactivity, perceptual handicap, primary reading retardation, dyslexia,
and even minimal desynch'ronization syndrome. If the teacher was fearful
before, what did she feel now? It was as if she had to be a physician or perhaps
a neurologist to work with the child. More significantly, we had simply found
a whole new set of wastepaper basket terms behind which we could- conceal
our ignorance and our inability to deal pith the basic educational problems of

' the child.
4,

Perhaps as a reaction to the indiscriminate rise of such labels as the ones:
mentioned earlier, some educators (supported, in part, by other professional
disciplines and even more strongly by special interest thips) have proposed a
single unitary label of learning disabilities." While the drive to move away
from' the often inaccurate ,labelling" orchildren is praiseworthy, the
conceptualization of a circumscribed area of lea'rning,disability is more than
questionable. There are so many diffstent kinds of reading and learning
disorders, and,each may require different types of intervention.

3
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Wdcould, for example, construct an arbitrary dichotomy based upon the

possible etiologies of severe reading diSabity and related 14rning disorders.
On the one hand, we could include all aspects w hicI are considered taemanate,
from influences external to the child (sociopsychthogical factors). In this
catsgory, we would include such causes as adverse educational 'situations.
Pbably the greatest cause for the milder learning problems is to be fond in
the group of conditions which might he classified as educational. The vast
majority of reading problems are brought about by ineffective teaching or
some other defitiency in the educational situation. Once the child has begun to
have someqiroblem in school, his deficiencies are exacerbated because he does
not have the skills to acquire new learning. In turn, he feels inadequate and
frustrated, w hich'interferes with his ability to attend and to concentrate and
increases the probability that he will not learn.

The major environmental situation affecting the child's progress in learning
is the school environment. However, there may be disturbances in the child's
current home situatiop which may have 'a devastating effect upon his learning
ability. Often a child from a low socioeconomic environment does not hac'e
an adult model with whom he can identify and who appears to be ciathected jo
learning. Most children want to emulate adults who command power, status,
and prestige. Children desire these Intangible goals but often do not know how
to obtain them. The child from a lofr, socioeconomic environment often does
not see his parerft as someone who values Intellectual mastery.

Some children experience difficulty ir4learning because of inadequate
cognitive stimulation during the early years. The culturally' deprived child
does not experience the same impetus to ego development as is experienced by
the child from a more stimulating environment. On the whole, the child has
had limited contact with the "outside world." He has experienced less
opportunity to listen to the kind of complex speech that will enhance his own
vocabulary development. His conceptual repertoire is quite limited.

1 In addition to the limited conceptual background, children from culturally
vo deprived ereas are often not prepared for the kind of learning attitude which is

necessary for success in the classroom. There isJittle motivation on their part
to conf,orm to the rules and regulations which are so foreign to their own
upbringing. They tend to react to this unnatural situation with disdain,'
suspiciousness, and an unwillingness to sublimate their own impulses. /

"

The attitudes of the parental figures toward the child play an extremely
influential role in deter mining his receptiltity to the learning process. That are
families in which undue emphasis has 'been placed upon the necessity f9s.
school achievement. The child very early in life learns,that it is extremely
important for him to achieve in order to maintain an adequate relationship
with the mother figure. When a child begins to despair of. evcj completely
gaining his parents' approyal, he may withdraw from the struggle.
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.. Some children unconsciously use learning, or rather not learning, as a
weapon to express resentment toward the parental figures. It is an effective. .
weapon anfi one over Which the child maintains complete control. Nobody
can makelim learn if he does not want to. The older child who is angry at his
parents may use nonlearning as a two-edged sworclfie punishes his parents
and also himself. He feels se guilty because of his resentment toward the
patients that he must applse his guilt through self-punishment. .'

.In the second major category', we may consider those etiological factors
which primarily emanate from,within the child (ipsychophysiological factors).
in this area we would. incligie the child's general physicalorstatus, both visual
and.auditory problems, endocrinological-factors, as well as disorders of
the central nervous system. It should be kept in mind that an early insult to the
central nervous systemi constitutes a severe threat to the integrity of the
organism and may bring about deficiencies.in the. primary ego apparatuses
which, in turn, interfere 'with the child's ability to interact with his
environment ip an adaptive manner.

It would be extremelykempting at this point to simply recommend that we
abolish all labels that dehumanize and stigmatize both children and their
families But herein lies the core of the professional dilemma. How can we do
this without 'taking avIty the very support that has allowed us to provide
assistance for children,Ivith special learning needs?

The use of noxious categorical.labels in the public schoOls with categories
too narrow and too inflexible exclude many children who desire admission to
many programs There are/places in this country where children who hive
severe reading problems' 'cannot be taught by the reading teacher because,
according to certain critecia, the children have Co be seen by thf learning
disability specialist.

Professionals,*pallictOarly those trldined in a medical orientation, argue
that labels' dolafter all refef to problems. Labels a re an inevitable outcome of a

. thorough diagnosis of a child's specific strengths and weaknesses. I myself
have written elsewhere that 'diagnosis is all too important an undertaking to
be vitiated by a superficial eclectic apprbach. The choice of intervention and
the efficacy of treatment' depends on the validity ,Of the diagnosis." Most
important of all, very often these handicapped children must be identified and
labelled ifi we are going .6o have the clout to influence legislators to provide
necessary financial supppv.

. As Chairman4of-the-bisabled Reader Comitee of the International
Reading Association, I. have become acutely aware of the tremendods
difficulties in -wrestligg_yrith the whole conceRt of labelling. The men and
women offithis committee have literally sat for hours agreeing Old yet
disagreeing I am talkingtitiow a:boin men and women who represent a variety
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of professional disciplines and who have had ektraordinary experience in the
field of reading diiability,And yet all of us have had to recognize how very
difficult it is to come up with a solution that will guard against using labels that
categorize children, and yet at thesame time not jeopardize the funds thati
mast be glade available' for these children in order' for them to .receive
appropriate treatmertt.

I would like to present a method 'of approaching this i3roblem which
represents the thinking of the Disabled Reader Committee as well as a number
of other organizations that deal with severe learning problems. I would
suggest that the road general heading be "Learning Disorders," and that
we refer here to the so-called "hard-core" child. In actuality, there ark differ-
ent kinds of severe learning disorders. Probably the most importaht type of
learning disoeder would be severe reading disability."Ai the same time, we
must accept the fact that the're are some children who hay e learning disorders
which dre not reading disabilities. Included, therefore, in the broad general
heading of learning disorders would be arithmetic problems, language
problems, and the so-called Strauss syndrome. In the latter category, we
consider those children }vim are hyperactive,- hyperdistractible, disinhibited\
and who generally have problems in, impulse control.

The Move at this point in history in terms of teacher certification in special
education is towardapprov al of university programs by the State Department
of Education. Thei4 is a move away from the situ& accumul4ation of credits
and more looking at competencies necessary toTeach children who. have
severe learning disabilities. Historically, the training of the reading specialist
has come out of the regular elementary and secondary edUcation departments
where its certification has merely been through the regular Department of
'Education. On the other hand, the learning disability titacher or specialist
,certification requirements have come out of the field of special education. This

hasraised definite problems? For example, if we want to hire a teacher in
Pennsylvania, we must hire a teacher who has a degree in special education.
This teacher may have hadyne course in the teaching of reading and knows
very,very little about how to teach a child.with a severe reading disability.
This, of ,courge, is ridiculous, Any pe,rsoi who is certified as a learning
disability specialist should have had wrirderable training in the area of
readingdisability.

For' those individuals who are interested in working with theie har ore
youngsters, whether the original, training has been in reading or has been in
another area, it is impbrtant to learn something about the other areas.sPeople
who have been primarily trained in ora language disorders should learn a
great deal more about reading diffical es. The psychologist who has been
trained in behavioral management ould learn more about, language
problems. Reading people must also qdd to their own armamentarium.
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The following constitutes a 'Vial list of areas which must be'studied. the

differences be,tween articulation and developmental disorders, dialect and
developmental disorders; and syntax and' sernantics.,More must be learned
aboilt child. development, language development, eget development, motor
development, social development, arid personal development. We should
learn more abotit ilietconeept of localization Of brain function. We sho,uld
know more about the 'anatomy' and physiology of the visual and auditory
systems to identify' peripheral and-central dy sfunction. We should.learn about
stress- induced ,visual problems versus organie visual problems. We should
know something about the difference between perceptual training and visual

About fifteen yeafs ago a definition for learning disabilities was proposed.
It was about fifteen words long: About' one year later there was another
definition offered which,was 25 w.ords long. The most recent definition on

' learning disabilities is something like 75 or 76 words long. We are not reelly
leairning more about learning disabilitiesciwe are simply having more difficulty
in defining the Condition. I wo Id be very tempted to try to elimiaate all labels
in working with children. But g2in, we have to, be mire practical. 4

1)
-

There are many States in this country that provide financial support for
children who have "learning disabilities." In Pennsylvania, foroample, if a

' child is classified as neurblogjcally impaired, the parents are entitled to a sum
of $3,500 a. year-for the child's education. The child may go to any private'
school in Pennsylv atria where there are the special facilities to abrk witidese
children, and.the paret'its will receive $3,500 for his splecial education. rf the
child is. lassified as socially and emotionallybdisturbed, the parents are helped
to the tune of $3,300. I do- not know why a child who is socially and

`impaired,
distur d is worth $200 less -than a and who is neurologically.

0 .

- 'mpaired, particul rly since it is very ofte04. n extremely difficult to distinguish.
between the' two.

, .
In essence what we re doing is allowing legi4lators to diagnose our

Children This is not good. Yet I am certain that many would like for children
to-have this kind of help. Or perhaps public schools" should simply have the
facilities to provide for the special needs of Oilden With(severe learning
problems If the idgislaturela asked for a bill which would approp7iate money ,
for -children with special educational needs, it tends to be apathetic. On the
other hand, if the legislature is asked for money for children with cerebral
aegenesis, it may respond with greater enthusiasm.

The label is important obviously. I 'wish there were a system where children
who hake these disabilities.cold get the he they need, without the stigma of
a label But at our present 1CM-of ignorancd, unless we can find"some kirid of
exotic libel, these youngsters are not going to be provided with the support
which is needed to overcome thEir deficiencies. 3
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In summary, the pertoit equipped to dealAi sea erl r'ea s ng bility may
be both a generalist in terms of OVeiall knowledge and,a?pecialist in terms of
understanding.efficient reading end how to build skills. The reqUirements and
the competencie?foi this kind of genepalist are being worked outright now by
litany diffetent drganizatiOns.. Hopefully; we will soon have a federation
which will Allow us to move away from this conflict of reading disabilities as.

. learning disabilities.

John Dewey noted over a half century ago that genuine equality of
educational opportunity is absolutely incommensurate with equal treatment, ..-

because people differ Yrom one another in many&:nificant ways. A lining
parent treats his children differently because he knAs each child is unique. It
was this insight that led Dewey to make a remark which might well becotne..a .. -
motto for all of us as educators. "What the best and wisest pant wants for his
own child,-that Must_thecompunity want for all its childreii. Any other ideal
for our schools is narrow and unlovely,, unless acted upon, it destroys our .

''' .° ederrkcracy.," .. .
,
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. lione'of us be willthg to settle for anything less, .
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